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Service Flag Changed
The Clemson service flag now
has 5559 names of Clemson
men in the service and 226 gold
stars denoting Clemson men
killed.
The old figures were
5440 men in the service and 213
men killed. The count on the
service flag is changed about
every three months.
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WITH THE iutmonn ill miss
ACER'S IT Lecture eries Tuesday
By DICK SMELTZER

THE CASE OF ROOM 1-222
"Bobbie" Feltman has a Confederate flag hung above his door.
He is a Virginian and doesn't want
to be confused with any of the
fellows from north of the MasonDixon line.
Feltman's ex-roommate, Fink,
left several weeks ago. A star may
now be seen beside Fink's name
on the door of room 1-222. But
Fink has been replaced by John
R. Morris who acts as straightman to his new roommate in +he
Vaudeville Show that goes on in
the hall in front of their room, at
10:30 P. M. each night. It is
rumored that they are working! up
to the place where they nan
afford a monkey to colleci pennies for the act.

LADIES MAN
John Smith now has proof that
he is attractive to the opposite
sex. As he was walking along
the road last Sunday afternoon he
spied a female in distress; a female, in fact, who had run away
from home. Our gallant hero came
to the rescue. He bravely walked
up, tied a rope around Bossie's
neck and led her to her owner.
The strayed cow didn't mind a
bit. You see, Smith really has a
way with women.

PEOPLE
Bobbitt was, to all practical
purposes, a "B" student the evening of the Regimental Ball,
What two ACER's have changed
the words of an old song to: "I've
been walking on the air strip
All the livelong day."

CLASSES
In Engineering problems class
Prof. Shigley/ casually remarked
that Einstein says that a curve is
the shortest distance between two
points. The whole class sat in
dumbfounded silence except for
Arniond Tavianini whose voice
could be heard imparting to Jim
Sullivan, "Einstein's in a fog."
Everett Williams had just answered a question in English class
Prof. C. B. Green agreed with his
answer saying, "Yes, Mr. Sweeney." Williams looked up, pointed'
to his left, and muttered one word
of explanation, "Sweeney."

DRILL
Cadet Capt. Williams of Company "L" had just announced
I drill at 6:45 P. M. one evening.
Earl Simpson was overheard wisecracking, "We're drilled more
than a guy full of buckshot."

CHERCHEZ LA FEMME
Dillin, Cassler, Brosivic, and
Burkett were seen getting out of
,a car last Sunday afternoon which
actually contained women.
Will someone please tell "Rube"
Sharaden his girl's telephone
number. He has forgotten it.

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, the records show 51
Clemson men "missing in action",
and 51 "prisoners of war." No
casualties are included in these
reports unless the College has
received authentic reports from
families or from newspaper accounts that quote the War Department.

The Public Lecture Series Committee announces the last
of a series of speakers to be held in the College Auditorium
on the evening of Mar ch 20th. Rabbi Julius K. Gotmonn of
Danville, Va., will be th e guest speaker.
Rabbi
Gutmonn
graduated
<j from the University of Cincinrati and received his B. A. degree in 1932. He graduated from
the Hebrew Union College in
Cincinnati in 1931 and .obtained
the degree of Bachelor of Hebrew. He did summer graduate
wcrk at the University of Vir| ginia, Hebrew Union College and
the University of Chicago.
In 1935, Rabbi Gutmonn was
called to the pulpit of Temple
Beth Sholem in Danville, Va.,
where he is serving at present.
He is active in Civic and community affairs in Danville and
is First Vice-Chairman of the
Danville Council on Juvenile
Problems; Board Member of the
Danville Travelers' Aid, the Boy
Scouts, the Kiwanis Club and the
Danville Music Association.
Rabbi Gutmonn's Inter-faith
activities include: Board Member of the Danvile chapter of the
National Conference of Christianand Jews, and the organizer of
an Institute on Judaism for
Christian Clergy.
The Cadet Corps will attend
as a body and the public is cordially invited. He is sponsored
by the Kress Fund.
First Lieutenant John H. Osborne, C. E. '41, of Hardeeville,
has been postumously awarded
the Bronze Star Medal. He died
in action in Italy on February
10, 1944.
The citation, forwarded to his
motner, Mrs. Elize B. Osborne,
is as follows:
"For meritorious service in direct support of combat operations from November 16, 1943 to
February 10, 1944. As regimental liaison officer during this
period, Lieutenant Osborne performed his numerous hazardous
duties with tireless efficiency.
While advancing with the forward division command post, on
February 10 he was caught in a
heav^ concentration of artillery
fire and he was killed by shell
fragments."
Lt. Osborne was previously
awarded the Purple Heart.
While at Clemson, he was a
member of ASCE, the Newman
Club and the Senior Platoon..

Mitchell Gets Diamonds

Capt. Boone New Capt. Thomas Bell
Assistant PMS&T
Captain Samuel Clark Boone, Wins Silver Star
Chem. '22, of Pickens, has just
arrived on the campus to replace
Lt. Harney as assistant P. M. S.
& T.
Since graduating from
Clemson, he taught for many
years in high schools in Anderson and Pickens counties and
two years in North Carolina.
Starting in September, 1940, he
worked with the C. C. C. for
seventeen months.
He went into active service on
March 5, 1942, at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, where he stayed
until the reception center there
was closed in September, 1943.
Then he reported to N. C. State
College on November 2 of "the
same year where he remained
until he was transferred here.

Pfc. King Missing
Since January
Pfc. J. Lawrence King, M. E. Col.WestburyGets
'42-43, of Clemson, has been
missing in action in Germany Legion Of Merit
since January 21. He went

Col. J. E. Westbury, E. E. '26,
overseas in August, 1944 with the
of
Georgetown, was presented
94th. Infantry Division and was
assigned to Patton's Third Army. the Legion of Merit on March 7
King is the son of Mr. and at Fort Sill, OKIa.
He received the award for
Mrs. Joe King.
"exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding service" as a battalion
commander of a Field Artillery
battalion during the Tunisian
The registrar's office has an- and Italian campaigns.
nounced the following dates on
Col. Westbury was wounded in
the College Calendar:
Italy during action at Cassino
End of 2nd semester '44-45 and was awarded the Purple
May 28.
Heart.
Beginning 1st half of summer
semester:
New students
June 4.
Upperclassmen
June 5
End of 1st half of summer
semester
July 28
Professor John Lane has anBeginning of 2nd half of summer nounced that the Association of
semester
July 30 American Colleges' aptitude test
End summer semester Sept. 22 will be given in room 21 Main
Matriculation for '45-'46 session: at 3:00 p. m. on April 13, 1945.
New students
Sept. 24
The test should be taken by all
Upperclassmen
Sept. 26 students who expect to apply
Registration for upperclass- for entrance to a Medical School
men
Sept. 27 during 1945 or 1946. As this is
Christmas holidays begin at the only time the test will be
1 P. M.
i
Dec. 20 given this year, Professor Lane
Christmas holidays end at suggests that students interested
10 P. M
Jan. 2 should make applications immeFirst semester ends
Feb. 2 diately.

College Calendar

AAC Aptitude Test Be
Given Here April 13

Captain Thomas E. Bell, Jr.,
A. H. '39, of Lydia, has been
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action in the Driniumor
River area, New Guinea, on July
11, 1944.
"During an attack by a powerful enemy force, Captain Bell
was very seriously wounded by
enemy fire. So weak from loss
of blood that he was unable to
walk unaided, he continued to
direct his company's fire against
the enemy. When the enemy effected a break-through, Captain
Bell Set up a second company
command post. He determindly
went about establishing radio
contact with his battalion headquarters in an attempt to adjust
artillery fire. Only when the
enemy effected a second breakthrough, and he was so weakened by loss of blood that he feared he would lose consciousness,
did Captain Bell consent to being
evacuated. His courage and disregard for his own welfare served as a great inspiration to the
men of his company."
Captain Bell is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. BeU, Sr., of
T
ydia. He has been on duty in
the Southwest Pacific Area for
over 34 months.
While at Clemson he was a
member of the Block "C" Club
for two years.

Mitchell Is Selected
Sweetheart Of Corps
CAPT. TERRY Honorary Colonel's First Order Was
Cancel Saturday's Inspection
AWARDED DSC ToMiss
Martha Mitchell, North Carolina beauty from Win-

Rabbi Gutmonn

Osborne Awarded
Bronze Star Medal
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The above scene is the presentation of the flowers and
diamonds of rank to Miss Martha Mithcell, new Honorary Cadet
Colonel. Capt. L. S. Girffith, acting in the absence of Col. Cunningham, presented the honors to the new Colonel. Above (1. to r.)
are shown Miss Rosemary Holmes, outgoing Colonel; Capt.
Griffith; and Miss Mitchell.

Clemson's Only General Chief Of
Staff, 1st Allied Airborne Army
Brigadier General Floyd L.
Parks, M. E. '18, was named
Chief of Staff of the First Allied
Airborne Army on August 8,
1944, following over twenty-six
years of continuous military
service.
Gen. Parks was at one time
editor of the "Tiger", and it is
thought that he is the only
Clemson graduate to now hold
the rank of General.
He entered the Army as a private in January 1918. Shortly
afterwards he attended Officer's
Training School, and received
his commission. During and
shortly after World War I, he
served with Gen. Eisenhower at
Tank Corps ■ Training Centers,
and has more recently been with
General Patton in both the 2nd.
Armored Brigade and 2nd. Armored Division.
As a Major he served as Aide
to Gen. Malin Craig from 1937
to 1939, and for a period in 1939
was Aide-de-Camp to Gen. Geo.
C. Marshall. Before arriving in
England in August 1944, he was
Chief of Staff, Army Ground
Forces under Lt. Gen. McNair,
and assistant Division Commander of the 6§th. Infantry Division.
^
Parks was promoted to the
temporary rank of Brigadier
General in June, 1942.. He holds
the permanent rank of Lieutenant Colonel as of October, 1941.
He has a Masters Degree from

Brig, Gen. Parks

Lieut, Bowman
Listed Missing
Lt. Paul K. Bowman, Chem.
'43, of Dalzell, has been missing
in action in Germany since January 15 according to a message
received by his parents. He was
with the Ninth Army at the
time.
After graduating from .Clemson, Lt. Bowman immediately
went to OCS at Fort Benning,
where he received his commission in May, 1944. He has been
overseas since last November.
X ale
u niversity. uurmg ni s
service in the Army he has graduated from eight schools and colleges, including The Army War
College and the Comimand and
General Staff School, and has
served in the Army Ground
Forces, The Tank Corps, Engineers, and the Airborne Army.
His wife and four children live
in Elizabeth, New Jersey, and his
mother now resides in Greenville, which he1 has considered
his home for years.

Lt, J. D. McArthur Edwards Missing
Killed In Action Since January
Lieutenant John D. McArthur,
Jr., T. Ch. '40-*43, of Anderson,
was killed in action in Germany
on February 20. He had been
overseas since November.
Lt. McArthur is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. McArthur of
821 East River Street, Anderson.
While at Clemson he was a
member of Tiger Brotherhood.
Pershing Rifles, Block C Club
"Y" Cabinet, First Sergeants
Club, P. S. A., and the Swimming Team. He was also Historian of the Junior Class.

Capt. John R, Terry, C. E. '42,
of Fountain Inn, has recently
been awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross for extraordinary
heroism in connection with military operations against the enemy on November 25 in Germany.
Captain Terry, a company
commander, was asigned the mission of bridging a crater in the
road which was essential for a
scheduled attack. After several
attempts had failed, a driver entered the equipment-laden truck
and shouted that he would drive
it to the site. Although under
direct enemy observation, and
despite intense enemy fire, Captain Terry directed the truck
down the road with no protection for himself. Forced on several occasions to leap into ditches because of increased enemy
artillery fire, he continued to
guide the truck to the crater 100
yards in front of the Infantry
line. After assisting in unloading the span of bridging. Captain Terry returned and guided
a second truck over the same
dangerous route. • Although he
was twice wounded by rifle fire
during the second trip, he refused medical attention until the
bridge was erected.
Captain
Terry's heroic action permitted
-the attack to be launched on
time and contributed greatly to
the gain of much valuable
ground.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Terry, of Fountain Inn.
While at Clemson. Capt. Terry
was a Second .Lt., a member of
the ASCE, and on the boxing
team under Coach Bob Jones
during his sophomore, junior,
and senior year.

First Lieutenant George W.
Edwards, A. H. '42, of Gresham,
has been reported missing in
France since January 21. Edwards, known to many as "Bee",
is the son of Mrs. Vivian W. Edwards of Gresham.
He has two brothers in service,
Ensign J. P. Edwards and Ensign T. P. Edwards. The latter
had been a prisoner of war until
his
recent
release.
Another
brother, Lieut. A. B. Edwards
was killed over Japanese territory.

has received posthumous awards
of the Purple Heart for her two
sons, Capt. David Hill Henry,
TE '36, who was kiled in acti,
in France on July 11, 1944; and
First Lt. Rufus E. S. Henry, ME
senior in 1942, who was killed
in action in China on November
21, 1944.
Mrs. Henry has also been notified by the commanding officer
of the Air Corps of the 20th
Bomber'Command that Lt. Rufus
Henry has been awarded the Air
Medal with Oak' Leaf Cluster in
grateful recognition of "honest
and faithful service above and
beyond the ordinary call of
duty."
Captain David Henry entered
the service of his country in
February 1942 and went overseas in January 1944. He took
part in the invasion on D-Day.
Lt. Rufus Henry entered the
service in February 1942 and
went to India in 1944.

SPRING INSPECTION TO BE APRIL 19
Review on Bowman Field followed by an inspection of the
entire Cadet Corps.
Demonstration of close order
drill, field sanitation and first
aid.
Inspection of theory classes on
military courtesy, organization
of the army, and 30. calibre
rifle.
Inspection of barracks, mess,
armory, and quartermaster.

Inspection of theory clases on
map and aerial photo reading.
Practical demonstration of extended order drill, concealment
and camouflage, patrol operations, and scouting.
Inspection of training facilities, range, obstacle course and
gym.
reat parade on Bowman
Field.
During the forthcoming weeks,

Lt. Tulla

Lt. Tulla Killed
In Plane Crash

Capt, Gleason Is
Purple Heart To
Prisoner Of War
Ralph N. Gleason, Ag.
Lt. & Capt. Henry Reservists Leave '42,Capt.
of Townville, who was previously reported as missing in
Posthumously
action, is a prisoner of war, acMrs. D. H. Henry, of Clemson, For Home; Camp cording to the War Department.

Major Kenneth Chase to Inspect

The annual spring inspection
of the Clemson Corps of Cadets
is scheduled to be held on April
19. The inspecting officer will
be Major Kenneth Chase from
N. C. State. This year the inspection will last only one day,
and, as is customary, faculty officials have announced that no
classes will be scheduled for
that day.
The schedule is as follows:

ston-Salem, was elected Honorary Cadet Colonel of the Clemson Corps of Cadets at the Regimental Ball given the first
week end in March. Martha, a smooth looking brunette, completed a business course at Limestone. Miss Rosemary Holmes,
a Junior at Limestone, who is our retiring colonel, exclaimed,
"She's a swell girl and I'm glad she won; she certainly de-.
served it!!"
Martha was sponsored by
Cadet Lt. Col. Martin (Tilly) Tilson, ME '45, and he is overflowing with pride. In the words of
a fellow cadet, "Tilly smiled from
ear to ear" when the winner was
announced.
The senior class members and
their dates mj{ in the officers
ciub before tne dance where the
girls were introduced to the judges
This "social" gave the judges a
chance to see and talk to the
dates and better enable them to
judge the girls personally. After
this brief social hour the judges,
the cadets and their dates retired
to the dance.
The Judges, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
Dr. J. C. Green and Mr. I. A.
Trively presented the new Cadet
Col. to Capt. Griffith of the Military Dept,. who in turn presented her to those attending the
dance. This ceremony took place
after intermission.
Martha began her new duties
as Colonel Saturday morning afteE
the dance when she called off
inspection so the cadets could
catch a little extra sleep in order
to stay in shape for the rest of
the week-end. Her next duty will
be Mother's Day when the Coarpsr
First Lt. Valentin Tulla, pilot will parade in honor of the
in the Army Air Corps, and hus- Mothers. Martha will review the
band of the former Miss Betty corps at that time.
Capt. Griffith said in presenting
Goodman, of Clemson, was killed last Saturday at Alexandria, the three diamonds, "It is a great
La., in a plane crash which honor to be chosen Cadet Colonel
claimed the lives of ten persons. of the Clemson Corps of Cadets:
Twenty-six years old, he was and you should feel highly honorthe son of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio ed. It was a difficult task to
select the colonel and I know the
Tulla, of Puerto Rica.
Cadet Corps will be pleased with
Majoring in civil engineering,
the judges' selection."
Lt. Lulla left Clemson in 1942
It is of interest that the last
from the Junior class. He was a
pilot on a heavy bomber and two Cadet Colonels have attendhis promotion to the rank of first ed Limestone College. Rosemary
lieutenant came through on Sun- and Martha entered as Freshmen
the same year; however, since
day, the day following his death.
Martha took a two-year Business
At the time this was written^
course she has been doing, secrehis body was expected to arrive
tarial work. Other recent Cadet
on Thursday night under miliColonels have been: Miss Anyline
tary escort. Plans were under Tarwill of Winthrop, Miss Wylene
way for a military funeral, in- Poole of Brenau, and Miss Marterment to be at Old Stone jorie Wilson of Greenville.
Church cemetery.
Miss Haydee Tulla, sister of
Lt. Tulla who is doing graduate
work at the University of Pennsylvania, attended the funeral.

all military training will be
greatly intensified.
Beginning
April 1st and continuing through
the week of inspection, the regular scheduled physical training
period \will be used for military
drills.
Clemson has been rated superior for many years.
The
Corps is in good shape this year,
and it is anticipated that an excellent showing will be made.

Forty-one Air Corps Enlisted
Reservists and four Enlisted Reserve Corps men left Clemson
on March 3. The ACER's went
home to await a call to active
duty and the ERC's were sent to
Ft. Bragg, N. C.
Both groups had come to
Clemson on September 17, 1944,
and, before leaving, completed
six months of work in the
ASTRP program, twenty-eight
in the B-60 cirriculum, and
thirteen in the N-30.
The ACER's who were sent
home will come under the new
Army system of caling 6500
ACER's each month until the total reserve, which was closed to
enlistment last summer, is on
active duty.

Lt. Col. LittleJohn Has
Returned From Italy

Capt. Gleason had been serving with the forces overseas since
August 1944. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Gleason of
Townville.

Capt, W. A. Green
German Prisoner
Capt. William A.
(Butch)
Green, T. E. '40, of Orangeburg,
has been reported by the Red
Cross as a prisoner in Germany.
Capt. Green has Deen overseas
since Octr 1941 and was with the
Armored Infantry.
He was reported missing about
December 18, 1944, and nothing
had been heard until a telegram
from the Red Cross was received
saying that he was a prisoner in
a German prison camp.

BY .THEIR
—W ords—

Lt. Col. James P. Littlejohn,
EE '32, son of Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Bus. Mgr. of Clemson, recently assisted a senate investigating committee of the salvage
By W. S. REASONOVER
and reclamation program being
"Nature takes care of her
conducted in the Italian theater. children."
Lt. Col. Littlejohn was the
-"Pop" Sherman.
quartermaster officer for the
Southern district of the Penin"You with me,?'
sular Base Headquarters, the im-Prof. Stanley.
portant supply and services organization for the Fifth Army
"Big zeroes are better than
and for the air force ground little zeroes."
crews and the U. S. Navy ele—Dr. Hendrix.
* * *
ments on the Italian mainland.
He has recently returned to
"Now, you can do this as fast
the U. S. after being overseas as a horse can trot."
nearly three years. At present
—Major Martin.
he is spending a thirty-day leave
"It's later than you think."
with his wife in Florida.
—Dr. Jno. D. Lane.
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The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
—that Crow was as excited as" —please note • the plural of /
Married: Clemson man, J. D.
Ensign D. I. Purser, USNR, was
a two year ol& kid when he women.
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on cirWinburn, Ag. '37-'39, of Harts- thought Oscar was to be reveal—that this Connor man -had
culation, comment, and general attitude of those who read the TIGER. on the campus for a brief visit
ville, to Winthrop girl, Miss Fantwo weeks ago. Since leaving
ed in the mess hall last Wednes- one helleva time checking up on
nie
Lee
Howie,
USNR,
stationed
nis girl during the dances. It
day.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C. Clemson he has been to Hollyat Atlanta. Mr. Winburn is yeowood, Fla., for indoctrination; Ft.
—tough luck boys, maybe next seems she preferred the Joe
man second class, USNR. Miss
$1.00 Schuyler, N. Y., for advanced inSubscription Rate
urammar Grade type to him,
time.
Howie is yeoman third class, USdoctrination; Miami, Fla., to the
—that he didn't know until out t-nen who could blame her.
NR.
THE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
Naval Training School, and final—that his distaste for long >
recently that when Hogue grad* * *
Editor ly to Salvage Peer 88, New York |
J. O. LEWIS
uates he gets his old age pension hair was brought to a boil when
Mrs. Harriet Welborn Bigger, automatically.
... Associate Editor (Scene of the raising of the NorH. F. FRIERSON ...
the Beach Bum specimen in the
of the Lebanon community, AnAssistant Editor mandy). His daughter, Sara Ann,
WYLIE HOGUE
—to those boys who have been ioim of Dick Wilkens crawled
derson county, has had an of- wishing for his removal, have into view for the dances.
Sports Editor and Mrs. Purser will accompany
C. D. BARKER
*_
ficial message from her husband, courage, because that three diahim
to
Nashville,
Tenn.,
where
—that he has heard Colonel
Student News Editor
M. R. TILSON
Capt. T. C. Bigger, Hort. '34, who mond man will ugly away in Sam talk old Clemson, swear by
he will be assigned to a ship and
Feature Editors sent to sea. Mr. Purser was a
R. H. YOUNG, J. S. PLAXICO
was released from a Jap prison short order.
the cadet regulations, the army
Editorial Writer member of the English teaching
E. E. JONES
camp in the Philippines. Here is * —that in the last copy written regulations, and those he schemPhotographer staff before entering the Navy.
B. B. SMITH
the message from Capt. Bigger: by me there was a remark about ed on his own little twisted dia* * *
R. E. HILLER
Assistant Photographer
"Free, happy, Feb< 4, Health re- your friend and apparently not bolical, mind, but he has yet to
storable with time and food."
Business Manager
A letter from Pfc, Andrew P.
W. S. REASONOVER
mine, the man who can't take a see anything - good come from it.
E. C. TURNER ..
Assistant Business Manager Calhoun, freshman editor of the
—that those last words are -the
joke, the almost first St. BarEnsign W. J. Ridout, formes ker.
understatement of the year.
GORDON M. GOODALE
Circulation Manager wartime Tiger last year, states
Rural Electrification Specialist at
—the slow drawl of Frierson's
—that if Barker removes that
J. E. Beatty, J. M. Barnes, E. H. Rhame, D. K. Stokes, G. W. Mozingo, that he is in Germany after passing
through
France
and
Belgium.
Clemson, is in the Pacific area last statement as he has done in is easy on the ears, but hard on
J. B. Friday, J. F. McCullock, W. H. D. McGregor, R. M. Wolfe, T. E.
Says his brother, Patrick Noble,
where he has been serving for the past after Oscar has turned the nerves and he wishes ocPeake, J. E. Beatty, J. M. Barnes, E. H. Rhames, D. K. Stokes, Prof, •Jr., CE '32, is still in the C. B. I.
about a year. He had been at in his copy, then only total war casionally for that soothing rasp
B. E. Goodale, Faculty Supervisor
Circulation Staff and is a major. Sends regards to
Clemson with the Extension De- and bloodshed will result!!
of peace when the announceJ. W. Evans, T. L. Monroe, W. S. Hogue, C. C. Bell, H. B. Curtis, Dr. Poole and wishes he were
Major Clement O. Stevenson, T. C. '36, of Marion, has been
partment for approximately two
—that in spite of what some ments in the mess hall are made.
A. J. Rigby, Dick Smeltzer, L. F. Theiling, W. B. Nunn
Reporters here to help get the Tiger out.
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action at Born, Belgium,
years when he entered the serv- may have decided that gal oi
—that J. North may think he
» » »
DR. JOHN D. LANE
Faculty Advisor
ice. Mrs. Ridout lives in the Ben O. B. Riley's is still mighty fine. is good but Oscar thinks he
on January 21, 1945.
Robertson home with her mother,
Capt. William Alexander (Bill)
—this weeks attention attrac- needs his ears knocked off.
During the battle for Born, when the attack had bogged
Mrs. Muse, and her sister,Frances ters goes to Rogers and Beatty
—that with Reasonover as
Mitchell, GS '38, son of Prof, and
down, Major Stevenson, with utter disregard for his own safety,
Muse.
Mrs. J. H. Mitchell, was home
for walking up from the P. O. business manage)' of the Tiger
started forward, and in spite of relentless shelling that killed
The tragic toll of war among Clemsqn men is evidenced by the recently from a brief illness in
sans shoes in compliance with we'll be able to afford a foreign
two of his scouts, reached his destination. He quickly took the
corespondent. Man, how that
fact that the Cadet Colonels of 1941, 1942, 1943 have all made the an army hospital. Capt. Mitchell
Thanks to Mr. G. E. Metz, Regis- G. I. uniform regulations.
situation
in
hand,
thereby
regaining
the
iniative
and
insuring
the
—that the brave souls whe •guy does love to make money.!!
supreme sacrifice. Capt. Dewitt J. Ross, T. E. '41, of West Columbia, said he would probably go to
trar,
for
information
in
Facts
—that Goodale has been heard
drowned in line of duty at Camp Gordon, Fla., November 8, 1943. Asheville, N. C, when he left I continuation of the offensive.
and Figures last issue, and for ventured forth on that regimenMaj. Stevenson has recently been awarded the Bronze Star
Lt. Kennon S. Breazeale, A. H. '42, of Clemson, was killed in action in Clemson, to continue his work in j
cooperating with the Tiger when tal check up sure did weaken af- to state that he will begin spring
Medal for Meritorious Service.
operations in effort to regain his
information from his office is ter the first two hours.
the European theater on Feb. 10, 1945. Lt. Walker W. Gardiner, Ag. connection with military police j
* * *
title only when the birds start
.
—the
drill
period
held
in
the
needed.
Thanks
to
Miss
Carwile
E. '43, of Florence, was killed in action in Germany on Feb. 2, 1945.
Col. and Mrs. James Littlejohn
and Miss Sloan for their gracious officers club proved too be a chirping and little flowers bloom,
Dewitt Ross won high scholastic honors during his freshman,
—that he wonders when that
paid a brief visit to friends and
help in getting information need- class in "how to throw erasers at
sophomore, and junior years. He was a member of the Tiger Brother- relatives on the campus recently!
ed in order to identify students one poor little rat". This mon- guy will wake up to the fact
hood, Blue Key, Scabbard and Blade, Phi Psi, Phi Kappa Phi, Senior In charge of the vast amounts
who attended Clemson but never ster was discovered during the that even a full scale offensive
Council, YMCA Cabinet, Who's Who Among Students in American of supplies that enter It-ily for
would do him no good whatso.He graduated. Newspaper - articles opening minutes of the lecture ever.
21 year old Burgundy . .
PROF.
R.
L.
ANDERSON,
Colleges and Universities.
our armed forces, he will return FORMERLY OF THE ARCHI- stayed to help us drink it. . . . seldom give the fact necessary in and in spite of the training re—that
Bull Tilson always
Kennon Breazeale was a member of Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, to his job after an unexpected TECTURAL DEPARTMENT, NOW Said to get the true flavor, one the Tiger's style of identifying a ceived in extended order, as
Scabbard and Blade, Junior and Senior Platoon and Platoon Com- ten-day extension of furlough. WITH USN BOMBING FIGHT- should sip a little and inhale thru Clemson man. Thanks to Dr. P*ole skirmishers and etc., the com- hides his age around these young
Mrs. Littlejohn and their son, ING SQUADRON TWO, PACIF- it, sort of whistling backwards. . . for making available pictures and bined forces of all the officers gals like an old woman at a
mander his senior year, and an Honor Military graduate.
had little effect on his ability to bridge party.
McGowan,
have been spending
Walker Gardiner was a member of the Blue Key, Tiger Brothertried it and 4 nearly got strangled information about post-war plans bring pandemonium out of orIC COAST:
—at any rate this character
some
time
in
Florida.
They
were
. . . . We hinted the need for more for the March 2 issue.
hood, Scabbard and Blade, Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Zeta, and Phi
isn't getting bald, but he is doomder.
on their way back to surprise their
"...'. San Diego is appalling with which to practice. . . Little
*
*
•
Beta Sigma.
—that McElreath wasn't any ed to be one of these gray hair~
son when they stopped by Clem- if you try to get accommodations. did I dream that some day I'd
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Voc. Ag.
These three men were outstanding in their classes, which were son. Col. Littlejohn is the son ot
. . . we were able to get a small not only be drinking with a priest Ed. '45, of Marion, was married too brave when the critter ran ed social climbers in just a few
large. Our attention has been quickly called to their heroism, and the Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn.
beach cottage just twenty-five but taking lessons from him . . . March 10, to Miss Lucia Oliver, of by him, but for that matter Os- more years.
—that Barnes was doing fine
honor that they have given to Clemson. However there are many
* * *
feet from the beach. . . . left the Every now and then we get Lawrence, Mass., in the Baptist car himself was ready to stand
for a while, but-his 'watch chain
in a chair.
more Clemson men that are heroes that we have not heard of. We
S. R. Clark, ME '37, has been family there and moved with the champagne. ... I get more fun Church of Marion.
—that for the benefit of has just put in another, appearare proud to honor ourselves and our college by paying tribute to appointed Branch manager of squadron to auxiliary field. . . . opening- the bottles than drink* * *
those who still don't know the ance.
Clemson's heroes, whether their heroism has been publicized or not. Westinghouse Electric
Supply I'm sleepy by eight, always in ing the stuff. . . Most people catch
Announced:
Engagement of
—Yes, it is still loaded with
R. H. Young and J. H. Plaxico. Company at Charlotte, North Car- bed by ten, and groan when I the cork in a towel. ... I loosen Capt. Robert Martin, GS '39, of type of rat. It is an animal.^of
junk.
the
higher
type.
It
has
four
have
to
get
up
at
seven.
.
.
God
olina.
* * * *****
the cork and then aim the bot- Savannah, Ga., to Miss Julia
—it seems that Rigby. thought
* * *
knows when I've! had nine or tle: so far I have one light bulb, Groves. He has just returned from legs to the usual two legged type
James H. Cochran, Ent. '35, of ten hours of completely oblivious 2 ducks and a low-flying Nazi to 34 months of service in the Pacif- we holler for at all hours of'the he was a powerhouse at the
dance, but Oscar knows differday.
Abbeville, has been promoted to sleep. . . . memory doesn't stretch
For the first time this year the "Tiger" has a permanent staff. the rank of major. He is serving that far back . . . Ours is a bomb- my credit. . . . The Holy German ic area and is now stationed at
—the statement of the week ent.
—after reading this entire
During the remainder of this semester, we will function with only at Huntsville, Ala., in the Gulf ing fighting squadron. . . .largest soil looks like ordinary dirt to Hunter Field, Savannah, Ga. Miss was also heard at this gathering
me . . . few natives seem far from Groves is a graduate of Sweet when A. T. Adams emphatically copy, Oscar has decied it is
minor changes which are unavoidable.
Chemical warfare depot as exe- of the group. ..."
supermen. ... I went thru a tech- Briar College of Virginia, and has
ratdher corny, but he still gets
The establishment of the new staff does not prevent anyone, who cutive officer.
LT. JULIUS H. MAPPUS, nical high school. . . . fine equip- been doing war work in Washing- stated, "Let's get him boys, he a laugh at those unfortunates
might scare my women when I
*
*
*
wants to help on the Tiger, from doing so. All that is necessary to beCHEM. ENG. '43, OF CHARLES- ment. . . . smashed a picture of ton for the past two years.
that rave when they read it.
have a date in here."
L.. Lewis W. Felkel, Jr., '41- TON, BUT AT TIME OF THIS Hitler. . . got a yo-yo from the
come a member of the staff is to work on each issue.
* * *
'43,
of
Cameron,
co-pilot
of
a
LETTER, IN GERMANY OR teacher's desk .... could it be
Using this new set-up as an excuse, we are setting down some
Geo. B. Meehan, Jr., ME '41- him since his division was in acEnsign William H. Camp,
of our policies for this semester. The "Tiger" is published by Clem- B-17 Flying Fortress, has been BELGIUM: (From Beta Epsilon the master race is slipping?. . . ". Chem. Eng. '45, of Savannah, Ga..,- '43, of Savannah, Ga., has been tion, however."
CPL. H. M. SIMONS, JR., WHO has just received his commission promoted to the rank of first
son men, for Clemson men, about Clemson and Clemson men. Our awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster News.)
to the Air Medal for "meritorMaj. A. G. Yarbrough, GS '36,
". . . German offensive headed WAS AT CLEMSON WITH THE as ensign in the Naval Reserve. lieutenant. He is a navigator on
aim is to work for the good of the college. We will try to keep all ious achievement" while parASTP's
IN
'44,
NOW
"SOMEformer
star center on the Clemour
way.
.
.
Move
disrupted
our
He attended the V-12 program at a 15th Air Force B-17 Flying
of the Clemson men, that are away from the campus, in contact ticipating in Eighth Air Force
WHERE IN GERMANY:"
Chirstmas
plans.
.
.
had
turkey
son
football
team, has the
the
University
of
South
Carolina
Fortress. He has been awarded the
with their Alma Mater by publishing all of the campus news that we bombing attacks on vital Ger"... Just received the Tiger
and all the trimmings. . . .Barely
can find. Also we shall honor ourselves by printing stories about our 'man industrial targets, Nazi air made'the second slice of pie. . . . Key you sent me. . . surely ap- before going to Midshipman's Air Medal and also wears the Bronze Star. He is with Headfields, supply dumps and so Our dinner further improved thru preciate it . . . thanks a million . . school in New York.
heroes in the service.
European - African - Middle East quarters, 86th Reinforcement,
* • *
We shall do our best to keep the "Tiger" interesting and lo forth. He is a member of the courtesy of neighboring priest getting the Tigers regularly though
Battalion, somewhere in GerA letter from Miss Jenn M. Theater* ribbon with two battle
Fortress group which led the who donated enough wine for they take about a month to arcarry on the traditions set up by our predecessors.
Railings states' that her brother, stars. He is the son of Mr. George many. Mrs. A. G. (Winnie) YarJ. O. Lewis first American bombing attack entire co.-. . . fine example of the rive. '. . hard to express just how
brough and their daughter live
on targets in Berlin. The group true Christmas spirit (not a pun good it is to be able to read one who left Clemson just after fin- B. Meehan, Sr.
at Clemson. Before entering the
* * * *
received a presidential citation we hope) .... Recently the priest of them again and get news about ishing his sophomore year in '43,
¥ * *
armed forces Maj. Yarbrough
for its bombing of an import- visited us again with a bottle of activities- back at college. . . ' and volunteered for service in the
A letter, from Brig. Gen. F. L.
armed forces, has been slightly
ant Messerschmidt fighter plane
was
Materials Inspector for the
Clemson men are all over the world today bringing glory to plant at Regensburg, Germany,
The following cadets received wounded. The War Department's Parks to Dan D. Pate, Jr., of State Highway Department.
Mr. C. M. Hall, of the Extention
Camden,
who
was
active
on
the
their country, to themselves, and to their Alma Mater. To these men in Aug. '43. (The cluster is Department, went to the Green- discharges from March 1 through telegram read: "Regret to inform
Tiger staff before entering the
we raise our hats.
equivalent to the second award- ville Hospital a few days ago for March 12. They left school to en- you that Sgt. E. M. Railings was armed forces, states that he has
Lt. T. K. Cribbs, GS '43, of
slightly
wounded
in
action
Jan.
The "Tiger" has been honored with the privilege of following ing of the Air Medal).
a checkup. His illness was not ter the armed forces. Bishop, M.
Spartanburg,
dropped in for a
seen
few
Clemson
men.
However,
* * *
them on, land, in the air, on and under the sea, writing of their deeds,
thought to be of a serious nature. B.; Broome, W. B.; Walden, C. M.; 8.' Mail address follows direct the General reports that he re- brief visit Wednesday. He was
from
hospital
with
details."
*
*
*
Landrum;
Alexander,
R.
D.;
and
Tech. Sgt. Preston B. Herlong,
and printing their citations. There are 5440 former Clemson men
cently had a telephone conversa- co-editor of the Tiger his senior
* * *
The War Department has an- Williamson, R. H., Columbia; Pace,
now in the service; 213 have died for their country; 57 are missing Voc. Ag. Ed. '39-"41, of Johnston,
tion with Lt. Col. W. L. (Buck) year; is now at Aberdeen, Md.,
Capt. Paul E. Morgan,, GS '40,
in action; and there are 49 prisoners of war. Of these we have been recently rounded out 30 months nounced that Capt. George H. C. L. and Wyse, J. A., Spartan
Hart, Ag. '19, who is on duty in teaching. He asked to be rememoverseas duty with a veteran troop Dunkelberg, former instructor in burg; Tyler, A. H. and Tyler, M. of Gaffney, was wounded in action Paris. Gen. Parks adds: "I ran bered to Dr. Taylor and Dr. Green,
able to write of only a small percentage.
against the Japanese on Luzon,
carrier group of the 12th Air Agricultural Engineering, has been
We earnestly desire to run more, but due to lack of information Force. An aerial gunner, his liberated by the Russians. His D.; Wagner; Acree, W. R., Toe Jan. 23, he informed his parents, into "Red" Pearson the other day both of the English Department.
also. He is in the 17 th Airborne Was complimentary of the liger
coa,
Ga.;
Bryant,
E.
R.,
Pacolet;
about them we are unable to do so.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Morgan in
duties include flying ammunition, wife, Mrs. Dorothy Dunkelberg,
staff and the results they are
We get material from Public Relations offices all over the food, arms, and personnel to the and their three young sons live Cousar, R. L„ Sardinia; Patrick, a letter recently. He stated that Division and very highly thought getting under wartime conditions.
of by everyone. I have not seen
world. We get material from clippings from other newspapers, and front, evacuation of wounded, at Clemson.
his wounds were in the right
W. M., Smoaks.
arm, left shoulder, and left leg.
from friends and relatives of the men. Other than these^ we have no towing of gliders, carrying airHe has been in service about
borne infantry, and dropping of
way to get information.
three years.
In the "Hero" spot we have run men who have received high paratroopers behind enemy de* * »
■citations. Again we have been restricted as we can use only those of fenses. His group served in Africa, Sicily,, Italy and Southern
Lt.
William
C. Pinson, Ind. Ed.
whom we can get a picture, cut, mat, or plate. For every one we France. For distinguished per'42, of Greenwood, is serving with
have run, there are a hundred or more who have received as im- formance in the India-Burma'
the Twenty-sixth division someportant citations.
theater, his group has been awardwhere in Germany. He is in charge
We offer a toast to those unknown heroes whom we, as yet, have ed the.. War Department Unit
of night patrols and raids into
not heard about. Our prayers are with you as you risk your lives each Citation.
German-held territory. He was
day with deeds of valor of which we may never hear.
one of two men in his class who.
Capt'r James N. Pearman, Jr.,
went through Clemson without
J. S. Plaxico and R. H. Young
Ind. Ed. '40, of Honea Path, is at
receiving a demerit.
the redistributing station in Miami,
* * Fla., where his next assignment
Capt.
Newton
Ralph Leister,
By WYLIE HOGUE
WHAT REGULATIONS DO ing meal' formations.
will be determined. He has servAg. Ed. '39, of Newberry, has YOU CONSJDER UNNECESJ. G. Reames, 1, Bishopville.
Our life at Clemson should be more well-rounded. We do not get ed 15 months in the European,
been awarded the Bronze Star SARY AT CLEMSON?
Having a formation for Sunday
enough of the proper type of recreation. All of us are trying to create theater as a company commander.
medal for meritorious duty perbreakfast.
a way of betted living for ourselves, future families, and communities. While there he was awarded the
A. T. Adams, 4, Rock Hill.
formed from Nov. until July as
A REAL VETERAN
J. L. Gray, 1, Pelzer. Week-end
All life is based on work and play. We should learn just as much European campaign ribbon with
There
are
hone
that
are
absolutely
liaison
officer
with
Chinese
troops
formations are unnecessary.
Arthur H. Maybin, Jr., Ag. Eng., of Whitmire, was a Cadet in '38,
about one as the other. We learn what is right and wrong to do in four battle stars, and the combat
unnecessary,
but
a
lot
of
them
Bill Cobb, 1, Pelzer. Keeping
'39, '41, and '42. While in school, he aquired the nicknames of "Duck" under combat conditions. He has
work and studies and we know that if we consistently do what is infantryman badge.
,been awarded the combat in- can be improved.
cadets on the campus when they
* * *
and "Turbin" and a Reserve Commission in the Army as a 2nd Lt.
fantryman's badge.
D. Franco, 2, Port Royal. Un- don't have any classes.
wrong, we will become failures.
Capt. Edwin E. Dacus, Jr., '37, In June 1942, he reported to Fort Benning and was assigned to Motor
* * *
doubtedly the overexaggerated
It is just as important that we know and do what is right for us
J. E. Floyd, 1, Marion. Having
whose wife, Mrs. Audrey I. Dacus, Maintenance for three months. "Duck" was one of the first in his
L. C. McLure, Mech. & Elec. and pompous militarism can be all the trumpet players go on
and others in our play. What is right in play? What is wrong with lives in Rock Hill, has returned to
class to gain promotion. From Benning, he went to Camp Claiborne, Eng. '11, has been appointed man- done away with!
"bugle duty" instead of having
certain types of recreation? You must decide this for yourself. No one the redistributing station in
La., and was promoted to 1st Lt. and assigned as Battalion Head- ager of the Analysis Section,
J. W. Fowler, 1, Gaffney. The just one good bugler.
is going to dictate to you on how to spend your spare time. Now is the Miami, Fla., where his next asquarters Company Commander. This was with the 103rd Division Central States Sales Department, fact that you can't hitch-hike.
C. E. Lowder, 1, Turbeville.
time for us to form our good habits in using leisure time.
signment will be determined. He
of W e s tinghouse, Pittsburgh,
which was in Basic training about that time.
Making
freshmen stay on the
M.
R.
Sweatman,
1,
Charleston.
has served 32 months as^ comHere are some pointers:
Pennsylvania/ His headquarters Being in at eight o'clock and not campus on week-ends.
BACK AT CLEMSON
OVERSEAS
No recreation should be an end in itself. It should help lead to mander of a rifle company in the
"Duck" is back with us now, will be at East Pittsburgh.
C. W. Brown, 2, Florence. Keephaving permits granted.
Lt. Maybin went back to Ft.
South Pacific theater of operations.
the ends for which you really live.
* * *
G. L. Coleman, 1, Travelers Rest. ing cadets with blue slips from
* * *
Benning for more Basic as an to finish up the work that he beAny recreation that takes from one part of your life to add to anLt. M. D. Moore, T. E. '43, of That freshmen have to remain on rating week-ends.
Capt. Francis N. Culler, Ag. officer before "shoving off" for gan in 1937. He is 1st Lt. Arthur
other is false. Make it re-creation and not wreck-re-ation. "It's a
W. T. Myers, 3, Tucupau. HavEd. '26, son of Mr. and Mrs. North Africa. "Over there," he H. Maybin, Jr. Retired, a wearer Eloree, has sent a pictorial book the campus during the week-end.
S. E. Hodge, 1, Georgetown. ing to be in by eight o'clock every
great life if you don't week-end (too much)."
,J. J. Culler of Swansea, is at was assigned to Depot Censor- of the Purple Heart (with THREE on the Life of Adolf Hitler to the
Any recreation from which you have to recover is false.
Miami awaiting a new assign- ship until March, 1944 Then, he clusters), E. T. O. ribbon, and Clemson Museum. The book was Having to meet breakfast forma- night.
R. H. Yeargin, 3, Gray Court.
Any recreation which leaves you with a sense' of moral let down ment. He has served 35 months joined the 85th Division in time the Combat Infantryman's badge published in Germany and in tions on Sundays.
C. M. Baldwin, 1, Georgetown. Having to be back from week-end
the German language in 1944 and
in the South Pacific and China- for their crossing to Italy. "Duck" (with wreath).
will leave you physically let down—they react.
leave by eight on Sunday.
"Duck" is on the job whenever it gives the political history of Having to meet orientation.
Expensive recreation is usually expensive in more ways than one. Burma-India theaters. He has was with this outfit at Anzio,
Red Yonce, 1, Johnston. I don't
L.
W.
Davis,
3,
Charleston.
Havthe
German
dictator
from
1932
been awarded the Bronze Star Salerno, and Naples. He was in help and advice is needed from an
Cultivate the simple, inexpensive pleasures.
through 1944.. The photographs, ing to have a formation at long think we should have to be back
three
fire
fights
during
this
time,
for
meritorious
service.
Before
A movie, game, or anything else must be judged according to the
"old hand." His aid and aid from printed on regular photograph roll.
by eight, either.
entering the armed forces, Capt. was a Platoon Leader on the
direction in which it moves you.
W. E. Burnett, 1, Green Sea.
J.
D.
Cappelmann,
1,
Charlesothers
like
him
is
invaluable
to
paper,
are
pasted
into
places
that
Cassino
line,
and
was
wounded
Culler was a teacher of vocaAny recreation that kills time kills you. Under many a pool table tional agriculture.
four times. His division was, with the boys at Clemson now. We are were reserved for them. One of ton. Room arrest is very unneces- Having, to meet Sunday formations.
and card table are buried the dead hopes of what you might have
* * *
the famous Fifth Army and they trying to build a bigger and the hundreds of photographs of sary.
T. M. Wolfe, 1, Orangeburg.
W.
C.
Stone,
Jr.,
1,
Chester.
Hitler
which
is
reported
as
being
been. . . . kill time and it will kill you.
were
supported
by
the
15th
Air
In on the capture of Steinstrass
better Clemson and we need as his favorite is shown in the book; Having formations on the week- Having to wear army uniforms
Gambling is not recreation. It is an attempt to get something for was Maj. Wayne Culp, AH '33, Force. There were (are) lots of
while even little prep schools
of Inman, serving with the Ninth Clemson men in both of these many boys like him back to help it is a full page picture of the ends.
nothing and that is not recreation. It is sin.
C. M. Rentz, 1, Bamburg. Hav- continue to have grays.
portrait.
us
do
it.
outfits.
Army.
Make your recreation at Clemson re-creation.
Wylie Hogue
*

*
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Baseball Practice Begins

mlSP

By CHARLES (CHASE) BARKER

BASEBALL
Baseball got off to a good start as about forty hopefuls turned
out for trie opening practice. Several good prospects were apparent
at these first few warming-up sessions as the Tiger nine began to take
shape.
A good schedule has been arranged by the athletic department.
Most of the opponents are neighboring colleges because of transportation difficulties. Maybe the baseball team will have a winning
season to top the football and basketball records. Coaches Howard and
Cox are working out with some good prospects, although it is too
early in the season to go out on a limb by making any predictions as
to outstanding performers.
x
Several basketball and football players have turned out for the
baseball squad, including one, Eddis Freeman,, who was out for both
sports. Jenkins, Moorer, Davis, Elco, and Cagle, football players, are
out, as are basketball men Russell and "Bird dog" Hughes.

TRACK
Coach Howard stated recently that any boys who want to'come
out and work for track will be helped to the maximum by him and
Coach "Rock" Norman. There will not be a track team in the usual
sense, due to the limited number of students, and transportation
difficulties.
«
Any boys who work out and show promise will be taken to the
Southern Conference meet, Coach Howard said. A few boys are
•working out almost every afternoon, and any boys who wish to are
asked to join.
This opportunity- for track men was provided in accordance with
Coach Howard's desire to get the maximum number of students into
some form of athletics.

HISTORY
Track was one of the earliest forms of athletics at Clemson.
The Tigers became quite a power in the South. For five straight years
(1909 through 1913) Clemson was the Southern champion by winning
the SIAA meet, and also the EAAU meet in 1911.
The swimming teams haven't been slouches, either. The first
swimming team was formed in 1919, and defeated Georgia Tech in
the only meet. After a ten-year lay-off, the sport resumed, and the
Tigers promptly won six of the next eight state' meets entered.

SPORTS GLORY
The years 1939-40 were great years for Clemson in sports, and
those good years are coming again. We're looking for the Tiger grid
team for '45 to be on the ball, and really take that old ball on down.
The prospects are for a squad composed mainly of seventeen-year
olds.
The football teams lost only one game, a 7-6 heartbreaker to
Tulane, in 1939, and went on to conquer Boston College, 6-3, in the
Cotton Bowl. The basketball team won the Southern Confernece
championship on the same night that the swimming team splashed
its way to the Conference title. Also, in 1940, the boxing team battled
its way to clinch the Conference boxing championship. 1939 was the
year Banks MacFadden became the only man ever to be chosen AUAmerican in both football and basketball.

BIGGEST SPORTS EVENT
The biggest sports event in the world right now seems to be
the track meet between the Russians and the Americans as to
which side gets to Be "lin first.

INTRA-MURALS
The intra-mural basketball tournament begins next week, with
the top teams in competetion before the tournament seeded in places.
Martin Tilson, head of the intra-mural sports, had arranged the
schedule so that each company team played every other company in
practice games. The basketball competition has proceeded satisfactorily, in spite of several interruptions of the schedule by events
taking place on the campus which were adjudged more important,
such as concerts and lectures. Tilson and the company A & R officers
are to be congratulated on the interest they have shown in aiding
the boys to get some much-needed exercise and recreation.

PHYSICAL ED
Overheard: "Well, Physical Ed isn't so bad, after all, once you
get used to it." "Yeah, I've gained five pounds, and sure feel a lot
better." Some other overheard comments can't be repeated without a
lot of censoring. We earnestly believe, though, that P. T. is helping
the boys, and doing worlds of good.
The exercises are many and varied, and designed to strengthen
the entire body. A lot of boys are "beating out," and are thereby
hurting no one but themselves.
We are sorry that proper attention for the Annual Inspection
will have to suspend P. T. for a while. We really believe that P. T.
is a good thing, and should be continued.

OUR HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS
The Clemson boys team, won the State Class "C" championship in basketball in Columbia last Friday night by defeating
Summerton 36 to 10. Unfortunately, our "Pretty Misses," the
Clemson Girls High team lost to Bowman by a 23 to 19 score.
Most of the players are connected ■with the college by virtue
of their parents either teaching or connected with the college
in some other fashion.
We congratulate the boys, and console the girls with the
thought that we bet Clemson had 'em beat on looks, anyway.

SPORTS OUTLOOK
We understand that Furman may put out a baseball team. If
so, we expect to renew the old football rivalry on the diamond,, and
make up for lost time due to Furman's lack of a grid team the past
year. Several other neighboring colleges are turning out baseball
nines, and keen competition is expected.,
In fact, with P. T., baseball, intra-murals, and a few representatives sent to the Southern Conference meet? the outlook for sports
at Clemson this spring is indeed bright.
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Baseball practice at Clemson has begun. Some of the forty boys who turned out are shown
above in action on Riggs Field. A good schedule has been arranged and it is thought we will have
a very successful season.

Intra-Mural Teams Finish PreTournament Play; "L" Co, Leads

Clemson, Auburn
Sign For 4 Years

137 Lettermen
From Clemson
Now In Service
According to a recent survey
of Clemson letter-winners for
the years 1937-43 inclusive, 137
out of 160 lettermen either are
in, or have been in, the service
of the United States. This survey went back only as far as
1937 to insure accuracy of figures. It has been estimated
that about one hundred other
Clemson athletic lettermen are
in the service.
Some of these men included
as being "in the service" are
men who hold medical discharges or have given their lives for
their
country.
This
survey
counted each individual but
once, regardless of how many
different sports he lettered in,
or how many years he won letters in each sport. Fof1 instance,
Banks MacFadden, now a Major in Italy, who lettered in football, basketball, and track for
three consecutive years, was
counted but once, as was Joe
Blalock, who lettered in football,
basketball, and baseball for three
years.
Of the 137 lettermen in service, 122 are commissioned officers. A total of 96 commissioned officers and 18 enlisted men
have seen overseas service.
Of the lettermen of the 193743 period, ten have lost their
lives, eleven others have been
wounded, two are prisoners of
war for certain, and three are
missing in action,.
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CLEMSON SCHEDULES 9 GAMES
FOR 17 YEAR-OLD GRIDSTERS
Clemson's plans, for the 1945 football season were released last week, and about the only thing certain is that the
Tigers have completed arrangements for a nine game schedule
composed of four Southern conference games, three matches
with South-eastern conference teams, and two games with
teams outside both conferences.
Miami University of Miami,
Florida, Virginia Tech are the
newcomers to the schedule, replacing Tennessee and VMI. The
game m Miami will mark the
first Clemson Miami football
riValry, though the two schools
met in boxing several years ago.
"It looks now as though we
don't have more than two or
The Intra-Mural
Basketball three holdovers from the '44
Tournament will open Monday. team," Coach Howard said, "but
March 19, as eight teams go into we will again field the best 17action.
The
pre-tournament year-old team we can put tocompetition was arranged so gether.'
The chances appear excellent,
that each company played every
other company at least once, in however, that Ralph Jenkins,
j theory, although a few games Clemson's All-Southern Conference center of '44, will be on
were necessarily cancelled.
The two ACER companies, hand to head the Tigers. Medically discharged from the Army,
having played the most games,
Jenkins
was recently again rewere placed in different brackjected at an Army induction
ets, after which the other teams center.
drew for places and opponents.
USE T-FORMATION
In the first bracket, K ComWord has been circulated that
pany will play E Company on
Monday, and the Staff will Play the Tigers will introduce the TA Company on Tuesday. After formation offense into their play
these two games, the winners next fall, but it is not likely that
will play to determine the win- Coach Frank Howard will depart
very often from the single wingner of the first bracket.
back formation which he has
L Company will play B Com- played and coached for eighteen
pany on Monday in the second years.
bracket, while Band will go
1945 SCHEDULE
against F Company on Tuesday. Sept. 22—Presbyterian at
Then the winners of these games
Clemson.
will play for the championship Sept. 29—Georgia at Athens.
of the second bracket.
Oct. 6—N. C. State
The winners ift the first and
( site unannounced).
second brackets will play on Fri- Oct. 18—South Carolina at
day to determine the intra-mural
Columbia.
champion, following the semi- Oct. 27—Wake Forest at Clemson.
finals on Thursday.
Nov. 2—Miami University
Much interest has been shown
at Miami.
so far in the basketball competi- Nov. 10— Virginia Tech
at Clemson.
tion, and interest is expected to
be at fever pitch as the tourna- Nov. 17—Tulane at New Orleans.
ment approaches.
Nov. 24—Georgia Tech at Atlanta.

Intra-Mural Cage
Tournament Gets
Started Monday

Clemson and Auburn recently
signed a four year contract, beThe basketball intra-mural season drew to a close as thf ginning in 1946, to resume the
teams played their final games before the opening- of the old grid rivalry. This contract
tournament to determine the school champion. At the close. was announced by the Athletic
First Lieutenant William F.
L company led the competition with a record of three v\ ins office, and means that the two
rival
"Tigers"
will
be
at
each
Campbell,
Ind. Ed. '40, of Anderand no defeats.
others' throats as in past years. son has been missing in action
A brief outline of the games played is given below.
since February 3. He has been
B Company opened competition
in the service for nearly four
by defeating F 17 to 3. N. C.
years; was wounded in action in
Wessinger was high scorer with
Germany last September 15, and
12 points.
was awarded the Purple Heart.
On the same night, the ACER
While at Clemson Lt. CampLt. Walter E. (Booty) Payne, bell was a member of Iota
companies tangled, and L Company' came out on top of a 24 to TE, '40-'43 of Greenville, re- Lambda Sigma during his Junior
ceived the following invitation and Senior years and held the
18 score.
A Company took E by a 38 to from Howard Payne, of Dallas, position of Secretary-Treasurer
Clemson won the class "C"
of the class his senior year.
20 score, as Cotten led ttie scor- Texas, about two years ago.
high school buys' basketball state
"Anytime you have a little
ing
with
16
points.
Lamar
starred
championship from Summerton
time on your hands and would
We invite you to make your headquarters here
Bigh, 36 to 10, Friday night in for the losers with 9 points.
while in Anderson.
B Company came back for the like to be in Dallas for a while.
South Carolina field house.
Mrs. Payne and I would be desecond
straight
win
with
a
21-15
Rtiyne with 10 points and Clark
lighted to have you occupy our
with 8 points sparked the Clem- victory over E. Wayne, with 16 son's room. .His name is also
At a recent meeting of the
points,
led
B.
son boys to victory. Walters led
L Company took A by a 27-9 Walter E. Payne and he, too, is Florence Kiwanis Club, Dr. R.
Summerton's scoring with 5 points.
"Anderson's Finest"
in the Air Corps."
F. Poole made an address on the
Bowman High won the girls' score, as Fink led L with 8 markANDERSON, S. C.
problems that confront our agriRecently
Mr.
Payne
received
ers.
Paulling
was
high
man
for
class "C" championship from
culture
of
today.
a
letter
from
his
son
saying
Clemson, 23 to 19, in a nip and A with 4 scores.
In addition to the regular
K Company defeated F in a "The Walter E. Payne you invittuck preliminary game.
members! there were several
Snell led the Bowman girls high-scoring, fast-moving game ed to our home is here with me farmers invited as special guests.
scoring as she racked up 13 tallies, by a 45-22 score. Hernandez, with and he has explained why it was Dr. Poole reminded them that
while Rentz was the gun for 18 points, and Law, with 17, led impossible for him to accept the war is taking a heavy toll of
the winners, while Fant, with 8 your invitation."
Clemson with 9 points.
— SEE —
points, led F.
The letter was postmarked our young men—potential leadBOYS GAME
Band Company overcame E, from a German prison camp ers. He emphasized the facts
„..Line-ups:
that more than 200 Clemson men
Pos. Clemson 36
Summerton 10 22 to 18, in a close one. Hallman, where the two W. E. Paynes are
have been killed, among them
F—Rhyne 10
Walters 5 with 6 points, was high for E, held.
OF THE
the last three cadet colonels, and
F—Patterson 6
Wells 2 while Ullnick, with 14, led the
that over 5,000 Clemson men are
winners.
C—Stewart 6
Martin 2
now serving in the services.
A Company opened up - against
G—Clark 8
Richburg 1
Explaining three' great charG—Sloan 6
James the Staff, and handed them a
Men's and Women's Newest Fabrics and Fashions
acteristics of the world, Dr.
42-8
setback.
Cotten
and
Watson
Subs: Clemson: Wilbanks, CureWEDNESDAY, MARCH 21.
Poole said that this is an evoluled
A
Company,
with
10
'points
ton, Woodle, Freeman. Summertionary
world
not
in
the
sense
apiece,
while
Shoolbred,
with
6,
By
ED.
OSBORNE
ton: Davis.
— AT —
led the Staff.
Ten members of the Class of that man is evolved from the
So far as records show, the 1944, together since their "Rat" monkey, but in the step by step
GIRLS GAME
progress we make.
Pos. Bowman 23
Clemson 19" teams were composed as follows: days at Clemson, have finally
Second, this is a competitive
A Company: H. E. Paulling, T. come to the parting of the ways.
F—Snell 13
.. Holtzendorff 8
Assigned with a group of world. We have to vie each
F—Schuler 10 ... —:. Goodman 2 R. Cotten, T. A. Watson, O. B.
F—West
Rentz 9 Riley, E. L. Harrell, C. R. Carroll, some forty Clemson men to take other as individuals and as naG—Thompson
_ Evans D. K. Stokes,- W. D. Gregory, S. Aromored basic training at Fort tions in order to zurvlve, but
G—Conner
Anderson Fogarty, W. B. Broome, W. D. Knox, Ky. in June of 1943, these this competition has contributed
ten men are PaulG. Barnett of to our progress.
G—Bell
..... 'Henry Owens.
B. Company: Wessinger, N. C, Aiken, Lloyd W. Walker -of AtThe third principal characSubs: Bowman: Weathers. ClemWessinger, J. E., Siokas, G. Z., lanta, Lamarr Johnson of John- teristic is that of opportunity.
son: Sheriff.
Faile, B. M., Wayne, H. S., Con- son, Thomas H. Ryan of Tren- He outlined some of the oppornor, J. R., Hogan, Rentz, C. M., ton, Charles W. Ellis of Bruns- tunities open to South Carolina
Curtis, C. W., WaUace, O. L., Bree- wick, Ga., Ed Osborne of Har- agriculture.
Our climate proden, D. C, Harper, J. M., Wil- deeville, Ed Blackmon of Lan- vides us with a great oportunity
liams, M. F., Stone, C. E., Cato, caster, Tom E. Davis of New- to grow a diversity of crops
Lowe, J. Z.
berry, Thomas "Rook" Glen of which we import in large quanE Company: Hallman, E. G., Starr and Fred Irwin of Laurens. tities from other states. For inMarine Second Lieutenant K. Norris, G. T., Ward, W. B., Lamar,
After their basic at Fort Knox, stance, 70 per cent of the poulG. Nims, C. E. '41-'43. of Fort Holman, T. M., StoucFemire, S.
try feed comes from other states;
Mill, recently graduated from W., Stone, W. I., Owens, W. H., these men were returned to much of our butter is shipped
Because their laundry is done by the
Clemson
along
with
the
rest
of
Reserve
Officers
School
at Thornhill, T. E., Black, R. G.,
in;
and,
even
though
we
can
the members of their class to atQuantico, Va.
McCall, E. G., Holt, D. W., and tend the A. S. T. P. In March grow fine peaches, an enormous
Marine Second Lieutenant J. Gilliard.
of this year, back to the "Tank amount is imported.
D. Wiliams, Ag. '40-'43, of DaF Company: Wiggs, Fant, Harte, Headquarters" they went, this
In closing his talk, Dr. Poole
cusville,- recently was graduated Smartt, Lewis, Dorsey, Bernhard,
stated that Clemson College is
from Reserve Officers School at Hicks, Anderson, Raper, Tyler, time to Officer Candidate School. lending itself to the betterment
Nine of these former "Tigers"
Quantico, Va.
Felder, DeVore, Reames, Walters, received their gold bars on Au- of the farmers of South Caro, Marine Second Lieutenant B. Allen, and Ricke.
gust 12, the tenth, Charlie Ellis, lina.
C. Fletcher, Jr., of Greenvile
Band Company: Ullnick, B.,
has
graduated from platoon Harrold, J. H., Bolchoz, T. R., on September 1.
commanders' school at the Ma- Morris, E., Cothran, J. E., Hodges,
After graduation, they were
rine Corps Base at Quantico, Va. S. E., and Nunn, W. B.
sent to serve with an Armored
Marine Second Lieutenant W.
L Gomparny: Hawley, Abra- Division at Camp Polk, La.
G. Timme, Ind. Ed. '41-'43, of mowitz, Dawson, Coon and Turley.
First to leave the group was
Chester, gradated recently from
K Company: Carter, W. T., Ed Osborne, he being sent to the
file platoon commanders school Hernandez, P. A., Law, T. L., Tank Officer's School at Fort
at Quantico, Va.
Wagner, E. T., Leonard, W. A., Knox. Soon to follow him to
Knox were Ed Blackmon, Laand Stempak, R. S.
1
Staff: Triple'tt, Page, A. C, marr Johnson and Paul Barnett,
they
being assigned to the ArBusch, C. W., Deas, Hughes, R. L.,
Lieut. Garland McGregor, '42- Hill, T. E., .Shoolbred, A. W., and mored Center. Charlie Ellis left
the Division a few weeks later
'43, of Greenville* has been re-, Brannon.'
and was sent to the Tank School.
ported missing in action. He is
"Rook" Glenn returned to the
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Garfort in October, as did Lloyd
land McGregor of Greenville.
Walker.
His brother, Davis McGregor,
First to be sent overseas were
is a freshman at Clemson now.
In "Old" Clemson the C. A. A. Tom Davis, Fred Irwin and
flying program gave rise to the "Bud" Ryan. Following them
organization of a flying club. and at a, later date were "Rook"
If you want a part in this great work, send your donation—large or small—
This club vas composed of stu- Glenn, Lamarr Johnson,
Ed
dents who were taking flight Blackmon and Charlie Ellis.
training unde,- the C. A. A. proStill remaining at Fort Knox
to
gram. To pinoh-hit for this or- are Walker, Barnett and Osborne,
ganization during wartime, the all three officers in the ReplaceClemson Flying Club has been ment Center.
organized to give on opportunity for those boys ft king private tion.
Any student who has had one
flying to partake of any advantage that may be available to hour of instruction and who inmembers of a reorganized or- tends to obtain at least a private
ganization.
license is elegible for memberA club room has been secured, ship.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE EDUCATION FUND AND MAIL
The airport officially recognized
which at present is located in
TO J. H. WOODARD, SECRETARY.
the basement of the main build- for flight operations is the Aning, to serve as a meeting place derson Airport. The club now
and as an office for the filing of consists of about 15 active memANDERSON, S. C.
pilot's logs and flight informa- bers.

Summary Of Games And Players' List Out

W. F. Campbell
Is Now Missing

Payne Met Payne
In German Prison

Clemson Boys'
Team Wins S. C.

Hi Cage Title

CLEMSON MEN:

Poole Makes Address,
Florence Kiwanis Club

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL
For That SPRING SUIT
D.C.CLARK

Osborne Reports
On 10 Classmates

Hopkins Tailoring Company

HOKE SLOAN

WHY DO CLEMSON'S

looo Cadets

Tiger Men Finish
At Marine School -

CUT A CLEAN FIGURE?

CADET LAUNDRY

Lieut, McGregor

Flying Club Organized
For Flying Students

The Clemson Foundation has
set a goal of $150,000 to educate the children of Clemson
men killed in World War II

The Clemson Foundation

COCA-COLA
Bottling Company
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CAMPUS
NOTES

Andres Segovia
j&KR&k

Lt. Harney

By W. C. McELREATH

By A. T. ADAMS

By A. T. ADAMS
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Segovia Makes His Guitar
'Talk'AtCampusConcert

If the German High Command
ever stops long enough to wonder about anything, they may
wonder what ever happened to
the flag that flew over their
headquarters near Cherbourg.
They may also wonder what
happened to the flag they used
in surrendering their last stronghold in Cherbourg. If by some
means they could see them in our
Library Museum they would
know.
These flags are only two of
the many interesting items in the
museum. In one display case,
the museum has several of the
first uniforms worn by Clemson
Cadets. It is interesting to note
that there were 28 brass buttons
on the blouse alone. In another
case they have specimens of insects and animals mounted in
realistic poses. Some of the implements used by the colonists in
the early days of our history are
exhibited. There is one case
that contains the relics of prehistoric man, and the bones of
the animals that lived in that
period.
Perhaps the most interesting
exhibits are the ones the alumni
have sent to the museum from
the battle fields over the world.
Here you may find German,
Japanese and Italian weapons,
insignia, and many other items
too numerous to mention.
Some of the earliest land
grants of the colonies are shown
in the library.' It is interesting
to note the way they wrote and
the words and phrases they used
in recording these grants. Some
of these grants date back to
1766.
In short it would pay all of
you to take part of that "horizontal" lab time and journey
over to the library and look at
the museum. I can guarantee
that it won't be a waste of
time.

Andres Segovie, "The greatest Guitarist in the world."
made a tremendous hit at Clemson the night of March 7. The
concert was attended by a large number of cadets and campus
people and all who attended were of the opinion that it was
among the best that has been at Clemson.
Segovia began his unique career
at the age of fourteen with a
concert in his home town, Grenada,
Spain, and since has had phenomenal success throughout the world.
At the present Segovia is on
a brief tour of the United States,
after which, he will return to his
home in Montevideo, Uraguay.
Segovia included in his concert,
music composed for him by
modern composers, as well as
compositions by Bach, Scarlatti,
and Handel. His program was
composed of the following numbers: Pavana and Galafda, Sanz;
Sarabande, Handel; Allegretto,
Rameau; Sonata, Scarlatti; Gavotte, Bach; Sonatina (dedicated to
Segovia), Torroba; Tarantella (dedicated to Segovia), CastelnuovoTedesco; Fandanguillo (dedicated
to Segovia), Turina; Danza in G.,
Granados; Torre Bermeja and
Sevilla, Albeniz.
Captain J. D. Harcombe,
The last of a very successful
Clemson's
mess officer, has
year of the Concert Series will
be held later in the Spring, been seriously ill in the Anderfeaturing Jesus Sanroma at the son . hqspital for the last sevpiano and Carol Glenn at the eral weeks. His many friends
viola. Miss Glenn is a native of will be glad to know that his
South Carolina, her home being condition is much better and
Lieutenant Forrest Hugh Colethat he will soon be up and
in Chester.
around to see that the cadets man, '29-'31, of Laurens, was
killed in action on Noevmber 20
are being fed right.
in the European theatre of war,
according to the War Department.
His wife, Mrs. Caroline BurMarine Major Edward L. AsLt. L. A. Crawfords T. E. '39- roughs Coleman, his mother,
-bill, Ag. '39, of New York, has '41, of Goldville, has been pro- Mrs. Alice Stone Coleman, and
been awarded the Bronze Star moted to the rank of Captain his two children now live in
Medal for outstanding service as with Maj. Gen. C. L. Chennault's Laurens.
commander of a rifle company Fourteenth Air Force Flying Tiwith -the Fourth Marine Division gers somewhere in China.
Prior to entering the Armed
in the battle of Saipan and Tinian. A captain at the time of the Services he was employed as a
action for which he has been textile engineer by the Joanna
decorated, he was promoted last Cotton Mills, Goldville, South
Col. Boyce M. James, C. E. '41,
December 19.
Carolina.
of Greenville, has been appointed director of training in Camp
FOR GOOD WAR TIME SERVICE VISIT
Lee's
Army
Service
Forces
Training Center.
In his new key position at the
AMERICAN GAS AND OILS
Quartermaster Corps' largest installation, Col. James is respon^
— BOB SMITH, Manager —
sible for the supervision and coDay Phone 4261
Clemson, S. C.
Night Phone 4192
ordination of all training in the
center, preparing thousands of
x*
soldiers for places in the Army's
vast network of service and supON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE EATING PLACE
ply throughout the world.
While at Clemson Col. James
starred on the football and baseball teams.

Capt, Harcombe

Lt. F.1L Coleman
Reported Killed

Marine Major Asbill
Awarded Bronze Star Promoted To Captain

Col. James Is Training
Director At Camp Lee

BOB'S SERVICE STATION

Cox's Peanut Butter Sandwiches
And Cookies
A. W. C O X

FACULTY Holtzendorff Is Y Student Man
Longer Than Anyone In U. S.
NEWS

First Lt. James D. Harney,
assistant PMS&T here from
April 1944, until this month,
has been moved to Tuscaloosa,
Ala., where he will accept a
new assignment at the Northington General Hospital there.
Before coming -to Clemson,
Lt. Harfiey was assistant PMS&T of the ROTC at the University of Georgia.
,

Nance Wounded In
Belgian Fighting
Lieut. Paul M. Nance, G.S. '43,
of Anderson, was wounded in
Belgium on December 20 according to an announcement by the
War Department. He is the son
of Mr. Dryton Nance of Anderson.
While at Clemson he was a
member of the Senior Platoon
?md captain of the Pershing
Rifles.

Segars Missing
Since September
Major H. Jtent Segars, Jr., A.
H. '37, has been missing in' action since September 18, 1944.
Major Segars, commanding officer of his squadron, was a crew
member of a B-24 bomber which
participated in a supply mission
from England to Eindhover,
Netherlands, on September 18.
While en route to the target, the
bomber sustained damage from
enemy flak but' maintained lead
and continued to its target.
After dropping supplies the
flight headed for Its base. Major Segar's plane was still in
sight of the formation until aoout
midway across the North Sea,
between England and the Netherlands, when it t^asned into the
sea and sank immediately.

The following professors are
jon leave of absence from the
Chemistry Department: Dr. H.
L. Hunter is in the Chemical
War Research Laboratory at M.
I. T.; Lt. G. F. Hawkins is fh the
Navy stationed in Texas; Ensign
F. I. Brownley is in the Amphibian Corps of the Navy and is
somewhere in the Pacific; Dr. H.
A. Bernheart and W. L. Mauldin are working at Union Carbon and Carbide Co. doing Government Research at Oafcridge,
Tennessee.
Men on leave of absence from
the Social Science Department:
R. P. Jefferies is doing graduate
work at Princeton; Frank A.
Burtner is in the American Red
Cross; R. C. Walker is in the
Army; and T/Sgt. E. N. Lander
is in the Army and is stationed
in Texas.
The following men are on
leave of absence from the Agriculture Department: Lt. J. W.
Jones is in Italy; Capt. G. H.
Dunkelburg was a Prisoner of
'War in Germany, but is now believed to be fighting with the
Russians; W. N. McAdams is a
Ensign in the Navy; Capt. J. T.
Kroulik is in Italy; Ensign M. I.
Darron is in the N#vy stationed
at San Francisco; N. L. Turner
is in the Army; Ensign E. R.
Hauser is in the Navy somewhere in the Pacific.
The Education Department has
granted leaves of absence to
these men: Lt. Zed H. Burns is
in Amarilla, Texas, in the Army
Air Corps; Capt. L. P. Booker is
in the Army in Italy; Capt. T. A.
White is in the Army in France;
Capt. W. C. Bowen is in the
Army ,and is stationed at Fort
Knox, Ky.; Lt. W. H. Washington is with the Armed Force
Institute in England.
O. L. Cartwright has leave
from the S. C. Experiment Station for the duration to accept
a commision as Captain in U. S.
Public Health Service, Malaria
Control in War Areas. Capt.
Cartwright left Clemson March
1, 1945 and at the present is stationed in Atlanta, Georgia.
Capt. Cartwright joined the
staff at Clemson in July of 1925,
and was associate Entomologist
in the S. C. Agricultural Experiment Station. Mr. Cartwright
was a member of the Masonic
Lodge, Phi Beta Phi, Gamma
Alpha, C. C. Academy of Science, Entomoloican Society of
America, American Association
of Economic Entomologists while
at Clemson.
Prof. B. E. Goodale is goin
to th^ University of Florida's
Annual Dairy Short Course,
which is to be held on March
26, 27, and 28. He will makt.
three talks while there.

Rodgers Awarded P.S.A/s New Officers
Oak Leaf Cluster Plan For Semester
Flight Officer James S. Rodgers, '42-'43, of Charleston, has
been awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air Medal. He won
the decoration for "courage, coolness and skill" during a number
of Eighth air force attacks on
German war targets.
Flight Officer Rodgers is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Rodgers of Charleston. His brother,
John H. Rodgers, is now a freshman at Clemson.

At the last regular meeting of
the P. S. A. officers were elected
to serve for an indefinite period.
Henry Frierson, Pre. Med. '47,
was elected president and Johnny Evans vice president.
The members present decided

By H. R. Young and J. S. Plaxico
One of the most popular, and
probably the best known man at
Clemson is our genial "Y" secretary, Mr. Holtzendorff. Mr.
Holtzendorff, better known to
the cadets as Mr. "Holtzy", has
served Clemson longer than any
student secretary has served at
any college in the United States.
He came to Clemson in 1916, and
has been here ever since except
for the time he spent with the
Army Air Corps during the last
war.
. Mr. "Holtzy" was born in Atlanta, Georgia, and graduated
from Boy's^ High where he took
an, active part in athletics, participating in basketball, football,
baseball and track. At the University of Georgia he was a
memebr of the Block G Club,
having made letters in basketbal, football and track.
After graduate work in the
Y. M. C A. school Mr. "Holtzy"
came to Clemson as assistant
secretary in 1916. He became
general secretary in 1917 when
his predecessor went into war
work. In February 1918, he
joined the Air Corps and after
attending various ground and
flying schools he received his
commission at Carlstown Field,
Arcadia, Fla. Mr. "Holtzy" held
a reserve commission in the Air
Corps until 1934. When the war
was over he practiced Law in
Tulsa, Okla., for a while, then
resumed his duties at Clemson
as "Y" secretary.
At Clemson Mr. "Holtzy's"
duties are numerous and varied.
He not only does routine "Y"
work, but also conducts summer

to start, in cooperation with the
other churches, a campaign to
encourage each cadet to speak
to his schoolmates and professors.
This is one of the unwritten laws
at Clemson and it is hoped that
the custom, can be revived in the
near future.
The Presbyterian students decided to take as a project the
printing and distribution of identification cards to be presented
to each student.
These would
serve . to identify the student as
a Cadet and not Military Personnel in the event he should be
questioned by a M. P. while off
the campus.
It is hoped that these cards
will be ready for distribution in
the not too distant future.

Paratrooper Lt. Sears
Visits Campus Monday
Paratroop Lt. Julian Sears,
M. E. '43, of Asheville, N. C,
was on the campus recently
wearing the Silver Star, Purple
Heart and the Pacific theater
ribbon with one star. Lt. Sears
left Clemson his junior year and
after service in the United
States, the Canal Zone, and
Trinidad, he was sent to New
Guinea with, the rank of £
geant.
Lt. Sears was awarded the
Silver Star for rescuing a
wounded friend despite withering fire from a Jap automatic
weapon. Sears was commissioned a Second Lt. in the field for
extraordinary merit in combat.

.,. ., ; ..

'CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT THE"

EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA

camps and trips for college and
high school boys. He has been
swimming coach at Clemson
ever since the Clemson swimming team was first organized.
Under his leadership the Clemson team has never failed to win

Mr. "Holtzy"

MAIN STREET

Serving —
GOLDEN BROWN FRIED CHICKEN
JUICY WESTERN STEAKS
GOOD COFFEE

Captain Thomas M. Clyburn,
A. H. '29; of Lancaster, has been
promoted to the rank of Major
at an advanced 13th. AAF Liberator Base in the Netherland
East Indies.
Major Clyburn is the twin'
brother of David Clyburn, former pastor of the Clemson Methodist Church.

Engine House Obtains
New Books, Equipment

the State Championship, and in
1939 they captured the Southern
Conference Trophy.
The "Y" News Letter is another of Mr. "Holtzy's" jobs. He
writes sometimes as many as 200
letters a week to boys in service
both in the United States and
overseas. His letters are of direct personal inta^est to them,
giving them news. of their classmates and friends.
Mr. "Holtzy", through . his
many years service at Clemson,
has done much for the college
as a whole, and for each individual that has come under his
influence. Mr. "Holtzy" is a
true friend to every Clemson
cadet.

The Engineering Library has
recently received
from The
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding
Foundation a donation of $100,
with which to purchase a complete set of. books on arc welding. Magazines on arc welding
are being/ given ,to the Reading
Room, and additional literature
will also be furnished as it becomes available. The Engineering Library has also received
from Louis A. de Cazenove, a
classmate and roommate of Dean
Earle at Cornell, a donation of 25
volumes of Transactions of the
A. S. M. E. beginning in 1906.
The Mechanical Laboratory
has recently received a variable
compression Diesel engine for
fuel rating and a four-cylinder
Hercules Diesel engine of the
truck type, which has been installed in connection with the
electric dynamometer for testing.
A number of other small pieces
of equipment have been purchased for the Mechanical Laboratory for the use of the juniors and seniors in the laboratory work.
, The Electrical Laboratory has
recently received the majority
of the equipment ordered from
the Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co. covering the application of electronics to power and
considerable equipment along the
Lline of communications.

SOME "Y" ACTIVITIES
Dr. J. E. Ward spoke at Vespers last Sunday. A delegation
from Limestone College will be at the Baptist Church next
Sunday morning and at the "Y" in the afternoon for Vespers,
2:20 and 6:10. The following 'Sunday, Father Donelon will
speak at Vespers. Many pictures are shown following the
Vesper programs which people in larger cities would be
willing to give regular admission to see. Recently 600 or more
children saw a picture in one of the larger cities of South
Carolina. Considerable publicity was given to this, although
at Clemson the same picture had been shown twice on voluntary contribution basis. Many pictures are shown at Clemson
in this manner in addition to those which are shown for 17c
and 21c admission. Contributions at Vesper programs for
the past two Sundays have been given to the Red Cross and
on previous occasions, contributions were given to World
Service program of the YMCA, Infantile Paralysis, to United
'War Work and to various other worhty causes.
April 20, 21, 22, the annual Spring Conference and Cabinet
training meeting of the YWCA'S and YMCA's will meet at
Clemson. Dr. D. W. Daniel of Clemson and Mr. Henry Ware
of Atlanta are the principal speakers.
We are still working on the "Y" camp and hope to get a
good site beyond Walhalla near Highlands. A number of
friends have encouraged us in this effort. We hope you and
many others who follow after you will have an opportunity
to enjoy the privileges and advantages of this camp when it
is completed.
The March issue of "Y" NL has been delayed due to a
poor stock of paper. Some of these were mailed out and we
hope to have better copies mailed soon.
Our thanks again to you and all of you who have sent
your names, the names of others, contributions or help of one
kind or another and especially for your continued manifestation of interest and helpfulness. Out thanks, too, to Cadet
Colonel Wylie Hogue and many others who helped with the
meals provided for the boys and their guests in the "Y"
Cafeteria during the last series of dances.
$2500.00 is the quota for Clemson for the Red Cross
drive during March. It is hoped that every student will
give at least $1.00 and others will give a day's earnings.

MAYFAIR GRILL

Distributor for Bireley's Drinks, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes,
and Capital City Potato Chips.

Capt T.MXlyburn
Gets Gold Leaves

Thanks,
ANDERSON

PBH
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LOOK OVER OUR

PALMETTO HOTEL
COFFEE SHOP
SENECA, S. C.

College Stationery
College Pennants
College Jewelery

Operated By
W. C. HANNA
Former operator of Clemson Coffee Shop
"Open 'til Midnight"
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EASTER CARDS AND CANDIES

Civilian and Military Clothiers
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.
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Greenville, S. C.

LT COL.AQUILLA JAMES DYESS.USMCR, FOR WHOM
jTHE AIRFIELD AT ROI, NAMUR ISLAND, WAS NAMED...
WAS KILLED LEADING HIS TROOPS AGAINST JAP
POSITIONS.,. CONSPICUOUS FOR HIS ENTIRE FREEDOM
!FROM FEAR UNDER FIRE.., COL. DYESS WAS CITED FOR.
•\DARING AND FORCEFUL LEADERSHIP."

The Marine Corps has honored Lt. Col. A. J. (Red) Dyess,
USMC, who was killed in February '44 in the Marshall Islands
by releasing the above sketch of
him. He has had an air field
named after him on Namur Island, and a Liberty Ship is to be
named for him.
A member of the class of '32,

he received his B. S. degree in
Architecture. He was a star
player on the football team and
was a member of the Block "C"
Club.
Before entering, the service, his
home was in Augusta, Ga., where
he was president of the Augusta
Lumber Co. and very active in
civic affairs.

MMTI DRUG CO.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The official College Book and Supply Store
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